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Cassie Porter's family has always pushed her to be an agent for Veritas, the agency responsible for policing nearly all aspects of
life for witches living side by side with "regulars." Mixed magick, a result of her mixed blood, leaves Cassie's power volatile. It's
only by standing on her own that Cassie untangles her power, and Drew Carter, new to the magickal world, finds the world where
he really belongs.
When Edy Phelps falls hard for her best friend, she knows nothing can come from it. Forget actual chemistry, or the fact that she
cherishes his mother more than her own; centuries of tradition say that Hassan Pradhan will grow up, marry the girl his parents
select, and think nothing of his best friend: the dancer with the bursting smile. Except he can't. He won't. In a world erupting with
possibilities for the boy with a body of steel and dreams of the NFL, everything seems promised while nothing at all is; when he's
denied the girl he wants most. Two hearts. Two families devoted through generations of friendship. Could Edy and Hassan really
risk all that? And yet ... how could they not?
Homicide cop Troy Bennett had a reputation with the Chicago PD for being fearless and in control—until the night his daredevil
partner is killed during a raid. From that moment on, he swears he'll never again be responsible for the loss of a loved one. To
escape his demons, Troy transfers to the NYPD, bringing him up close and personal with Ruby Elliott, a beautiful, street-savvy
pool hustler. Reckless and stubbornly independent, Ruby embodies everything Troy's avoiding, but when she walks into the pub
he's at with his new coworkers and blows his carefully laid plans to hell, Troy knows he has to have her—risks be damned. But
there's a connection between Ruby's shadowed past and a case Troy's working involving a notorious Brooklyn felon, throwing her
safety into jeopardy. Confronted with his biggest fear, will Troy push Ruby away to keep her safe or fight to keep her in his arms
where she belongs? An exciting prequel to the new Crossing the Line series! Each book in the Crossing the Lines series is a
standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to Take Book .5: Riskier
Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
When her flaky sister abruptly backs out of their surrogacy agreement, Ella McLeod is left with a newborn she's in no position to
care for. She'll have to give the baby up for adoption. Enter Yevgeny Volkovoy--her sister's bossy billionaire brother-in-law.
Yevgeny won't let a Volkovoy be raised by strangers; he wants custody now. How can Ella be so cold as to deny him? Even
worse--why does this woman warm his steely heart? He may be staking his claim on the baby, but Ella may stake a counterclaim
on his bachelorhood.
Brent Mason and Hayden Winstead can't stand each other. She plans exclusive parties for her rich family's charities. He's a rough
and tumble cop who rigs explosives for a living. Could two people be any less suited for conversation? They think not and prefer to
keep it that way. Unfortunately, their two best friends are deeply, disgustingly in love. Forced together, the mutual attraction
simmering beneath the surface of Brent and Hayden's non-relationship grows with every argument until it explodes into a
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scintillating night of mind-blowing sex. And it won't be the last, as far as Brent's concerned. Hayden has a secret, though. Her
father's company is relying on a merger to save them from financial ruin, and only Hayden's marriage to the CEO's wealthy son
can secure the deal. If she's to protect her family, she'll have to forget Brent. And he has no intention of being forgotten. Each book
in the Line of Duty series is STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His * Officer Off Limits * Asking for Trouble * Staking His Claim *
Protecting What's Theirs
Clay McGavran was stuck in hell. Otherwise known as Denson, Virginia - a small town in the shadows of the Blue Ridge
Mountains - a town shrouded in the pain and tragedy of the past. As partner at one of Richmond's most successful construction
and design firms, building someone else's dream home was his job. But when their dream brought him to the town of his
nightmares, he was thrust into a past he'd worked diligently to forget. The only respite to his misery came from an unexpected and inconvenient - source. His new assistant, Alison. To Clay, Alison was the woman whose perpetual smile and hauntingly
familiar eyes were a balm to his scraped and bruised psyche. She was the antithesis of the type of woman he usually took to his
bed but he found himself wanting her more than any woman before her. And, as his employee, she was the one woman he
couldn't have. His company, friendships, and reputation were at stake. He couldn't cross that line again. He'd been reckless in the
past and it had nearly cost him his company - and his life. But it's not so easy to walk away when, in the fires of his personal hell,
he may have stumbled headlong into his salvation. ***Due to coarse language and graphic sexual situations, this book is not
intended for individuals under the age of 18.***
Connor Bannon is supposed to be dead. Dishonorably discharged from the Navy SEALs, he's spent the last two years working as
a street enforcer in Brooklyn for his cousin's crime ring. Through a twist of fate, he's now in Chicago, working undercover to bust
criminals. But when a cute little arsonist joins the team-all combat boots, tiny jean shorts, and hot-pink hair-Connor's notorious iron
control slips. Erin "she's getting away" O'Dea knows two things. She hates authority. And... Nope, that's it. When she's forced to
operate on the "right" side of the law, her fear of being confined and controlled blazes to the surface. The last thing she expects is
a control freak like Connor to soothe her when she needs it most. Worse, something behind the sexy ex-soldier's eyes ignites a
dangerous inferno of desire. One that invites Erin to play with fire. And one that could get them both killed... Each book in the
Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His
Risk to Take Book .5: Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
Effective risk management is essential for the success of large projects built and operated by the Department of Energy (DOE),
particularly for the one-of-a-kind projects that characterize much of its mission. To enhance DOEâ€™s risk management efforts, the
department asked the NRC to prepare a summary of the most effective practices used by leading owner organizations. The
studyâ€™s primary objective was to provide DOE project managers with a basic understanding of both the project ownerâ€™s risk
management role and effective oversight of those risk management activities delegated to contractors.

If you want to go up the ladder of success, if you want to get what you want, if you want to fulfill that "burning desire" that
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keeps your mind busy all the time and you do not do something about it, if you want to do "that thing" that you wanted to
do some day but you never got a chance to do so, you must take your hands out of your pockets, roll up your sleeves,
and take action now. You cannot sit still and expect the elevator of success to come down and take you to the peak. It
has not happened to anyone. It will not happen to you either, guaranteed! Over the past several years I have helped
many people like you to take their hands out of their pockets and climb their ladder of success. I have spent quality time
with them, listened to them, felt their pain, assisted them in taking the right path, and made sure they came out of the
process successful and fulfilled. I want to help you too. If you are committed to YOUR success and want to get what you
truly want, this book is an excellent start. Are you ready for the journey?
The opportunity was just too damn delicious for Ginger Peet to pass up. The purse full of money she finds—$50,000 to be
exact—could give her and her teen sister the new start they need. So she grabs the cash, her gothy sibling, and their lifesized statue of Dolly Parton, and blows outta Nashville in a cloud of dust. Chicago, here we come... Turns out, Chicago
has some pretty hot cops. Hot, intense, naughty-lookin' cops like Derek Tyler, who looks like he could eat a girl up and
leave her begging for more. And more. Tempting as he is, getting involved with the sexy homicide lieutenant next door
poses a teensy problem for a gal who's on the lam. But one thing is certain—Derek's onto her, and he wants more than
just a taste. And as far as he's concerned, possession is nine-tenths of the law. Each book in the Line of Duty series is
STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His * Officer Off Limits * Asking for Trouble * Staking His Claim * Protecting What's
Theirs
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his desire to understand his life. His hopes of uncovering
the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly dashed, and he works with a private investigator to discover the
truth. Worry about his wife, Sarah, combines with his efforts to cope with his childhood trauma, an unexpected death, and
the recent revelations. His obsession with the past threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile, Sarah and her father,
Tristan, continue to combat the lingering discord that developed between them years before but refuse to take their main
focus from Daniel. As he reviews his biological father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a way to
comprehend shocking disclosures. He questions his own goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from those
around him, especially the two people he knows will always love him, Sarah and Tristan.
Modern-day pirates took more than Jori Virtanen's friends; they stole his face. Not only does the twenty-four-year-old
former model have to confront months of reconstructive surgery, he discovers his previous life was as superficial as his
looks. Up-and-coming talk show host Olivia Howard wants an interview. She, like the rest of the press, expects a hero,
but Jori knows the truth. His beauty masks a beast. In seclusion and evading the press, Jori struggles to make a new life
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as an artist. But he can't hide from himself; more than his face is damaged. How can Jori possibly make amends for all
that he's broken? When Olivia finally tracks him down, he must decide if he can trust her. Could this unlikely woman be a
key to freeing his heart and healing the beast?
When ancient gods ruled and Druids kept Faith alive, the Celts thrived as a democratic, matriarchal society. Then savage
Roman soldiers swept across Europe, killing and enslaving. The Celts did not succumb without a fight. Their Old Ways
survived centuries of ruthless domain until another menace loomed: a tortured god worshiped in cold stone buildings.
The sacred shores of Avalon began to drift away, the mists threatened to hide the island from mortal eyes forever.
Against the bleak backdrop of war, the gorgeous Scottish Highlands stood tall, sheltering its inhabitants from greedy
invaders. Yet the reach of the eagle banners was long and the highlanders turned to the Goddess for protection.
However, the sacred groves felt silent and grim as Avalon faded away. Once sad, pealing bells began to sound strangely
comforting while the high walls of monasteries offered an alluring barrier from violence. Caught in the middle of this
centuries-old war, a young High Priestess might be Avalon's last chance. Wise beyond her years and powerful like no
other Priestess in her lifetime, Rowen had served the Goddess faithfully, forsaking her family and the company of her
soulmate. When the Lady of the Lake asks for another sacrifice, it might be one too many for her scarred heart. How
could she obey the Goddess without betraying Caddaric? Could she trust Eochaid, who embodied everything she
despised and hated? Would she be able to fulfill her duties without losing her soul? Caddaric had been Rowen's
companion in countless lives; but, now, they existed in different realms. Beautiful Rowen lived in the mortal world while
sweet Caddaric remained in the sacred isle of Avalon, watching over her. Could he step aside to allow another man - a
flesh and blood man - to become her protector? Eochaid had sworn to protect the Old Ways. The rude warrior never
quite understood his faith yet his loyal heart belonged to the Goddess. A gorgeous, fiery High Priestess was not in his
plans. He would risk his life to protect Rowen; but, would the Goddess safeguard his heart? Could he defend the
bewitching maiden from himself? When stakes were so high that a simple mistake could cost their very world, a
priestess, a Druid, and a warrior must learn to trust one another and the mysterious ways of the Goddess. Their success
would save Avalon. Their failure would tear the island from the human realm forever, condemning it to oblivion. Failure
was not an option. This is a standalone, historical/paranormal romance. Its mature themes - sexual violence, religion, and
pagan rituals - might not be appropriate for audiences under 18.
A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace imprint... He's the last thing she wants...but the only thing she needs. Willa
Peet isn't interested in love. She's been there, done that, and has the shattered heart to prove it. Ready to shake the
breakup, she heads to Dublin, Ireland. But there's a problem. A dark-haired, blue-eyed problem with a bad attitude that
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rivals her own. And he's not doling out friendly Irish welcomes. Shane Claymore just wants to race. The death of his
father forced him off the Formula One circuit, but he's only staying in Dublin long enough to sell the Claymore Inn and get
things in order for his mother and younger sister. He never expected the sarcastic American girl staying at the inn to
make him question everything. But even as Willa and Shane's fiery natures draw them together, their pasts threaten to
rip them apart. Can Shane give up racing to be with the woman he loves, or will Willa's quest to resurrect the toughtalking, no-shit-taking girl she used to be destroy any hope of a future together?
A marriage of convenience isn't exactly what she had in mind. After a rocky start, Rachel Peters finally has her life on
track. Then a tragic accident takes away her sister and leaves her to raise her niece, Kendra, alone. About to lose
custody of her last blood relative, Rachel is desperate to prove she can adequately care for her niece. On the verge of
running away to keep Kendra, a new friend offers Rachel an opportunity she can't refuse. Brandon Barlow has long
admired Rachel. When her world begins to fall apart, he feels led to help. A marriage of convenience would enable him to
provide Rachel and Kendra with a stable place to live, proper health insurance, and a viable shot at staying together.
Once Rachel gained full custody of her niece, the marriage could be annulled. His plan provides the perfect solution, until
Brandon realizes he's fallen in love with Rachel. Through love and patience, can he help Rachel realize that, even when
she experiences storms in her life, she's never alone?
Con artist Austin Shaw's been in disguise so long he's not sure where his fake identities end and he begins. Now that
he's been strong-armed into working for a specialized undercover unit working with the Chicago police—criminals with
unique “skills”—the last thing he needs is to risk his iron control. Especially when it comes to a certain stunningly sexy
hacker who tempts him with every look of disdain. Polly Banks will never, ever trust a con man. On the trail of a ruthless
crook who destroyed the only family she's ever known, Polly is unnerved by the shadow who follows her every move.
The one who makes her pulse pound and breath short with lust. Austin. He's infuriating, enigmatic, and pure sex appeal,
and she's determined to resist him. But an untrustworthy man of disguise can become anyone he wants...including a man
that Polly must trust if she's to escape their dangerous game alive. Each book in the Crossing the Lines series is a
standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to Take Book .5:
Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
****This is a COMPLETE BWWM Billionaire Romance Novel w/ fully developed characters, and NO Cliffhangers or pesky
Misspellings****Kiara never saw this coming. She is asked to close a deal with a mysterious billionaire and in walks the
sexiest man she's ever seen in her life. From the moment their eyes met the sparks have been flying ever since. This tall
gorgeous dominant alpha male takes her on an fast paced adventure of explosive, no holds barred, earth shattering sex
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and intimacy. She never dreamed love, or sex, could be like this. Will the single independent self made Kiara drop
everything she's worked for to follow her heart? Or will cautionary voices from the past steer her back to a solitary life?
Be the first to find out! Click the "buy now with 1 click" button at the top of the page OR Read it for free with Kindle
Unlimited. Also available in Paperback through Amazon!
Story Brooks' fiancé just called off their wedding two weeks before the happy day. As if that isn't bad enough, her semiestranged father, an infamous NYPD hostage negotiator, has suffered a heart attack. Not wanting to examine her lack of
emotion over the broken engagement, she hops on a plane to reconnect with her father before it's too late. Playboy
hostage negotiator Daniel Chase has never, not once, been refused by a woman, so when a debate over hospital snack
foods with a delectable kindergarten teacher ends in flat-out rejection, he makes it his mission to seduce her. His only
obstacle? She's the daughter of his mentor who implicitly forbade Daniel from pursuing her. Despite her father's warnings
and Daniel's troubled past, Daniel and Story can't resist their intense attraction to one another. But when the reason for
her fiancé's abrupt wedding cancellation comes to light, can Story and Daniel's already forbidden relationship survive?
Each book in the Line of Duty series is STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His * Officer Off Limits * Asking for Trouble *
Staking His Claim * Protecting What's Theirs
Travis Maurice Walker or otherwise known as Travis Grizzly is an American ex-Green Beret sniper who fought in the
Afghanistan war. The six-foot-five, three-hundred-pound soldier was trained exceptionally well in hand-to-hand combat.
In all his years he has never experienced defeat, even in the most extreme circumstances. In short, Travis Walker was
born to be the perfect soldier-the perfect killing machine.On his final tour to Afghanistan, a week before coming home,
Travis was struck in the head by an enemy's sniper bullet; it left him clinging to life. By miracle he survived, but would
never be the same. Afterwards he moved to Lake City, Colorado along with his beautiful wife to not only continue the
healing process, but to start a new life. With less than four hundred living souls in this historically rich city, it made for a
perfect secluded area to keep a man that was programmed to kill safely within his isolated cage. No one knew they had a
walking time bomb living next door until the day the cage was left open. A record-breaking winter storm takes the city
hostage, isolating the residents from the rest of the world in a blizzard-like prison. A perfect mixture of adultery, mistrust,
and murder will unleash a terrible evil upon the city, hell-bent on wiping out an entire family, along with anyone who dares
get in the way. But another force, a seemingly darker one, will simply be-hell-bent.
Ginger Peet has never regretted leaving Nashville with her sister and their life-sized statue of Dolly Parton. Now she's
settled in Chicago with Lieutenant Derek Tyler, spending her nights pressed against every inch of his hard, dominating,
and panty-meltingly-hot body. And there's nowhere Derek would rather be than reminding Ginger—thoroughly and
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exquisitely—that she belongs to him. But then trouble hits the streets of Chicago. The kind of bust the old-school boys call
a "widow-maker." To keep Ginger safe, Derek's forced to shut her out and keep himself away from her luscious body, or
risk losing her forever. But Ginger has just been presented with some, er, unexpected news. And right now, it's best she
keeps that news to herself. Because Derek stands to lose far more than he knows, until he takes the law—and
Ginger—into his own hands one last time... Previously released as part of the Lovers Unmasked anthology. Now available
individually! Each book in the Line of Duty series is STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His * Officer Off Limits * Asking
for Trouble * Staking His Claim * Protecting What's Theirs
WARNING -This book contains BDSM- WARNING Abby Raines is leaving Las Vegas. She's trading the glitter and
excess of her hometown for the rolling hills and lush forests of Rapid City, South Dakota. She's taken her first real job
and she's determined to succeed on her own. Mark Marsten traded the Texas range for the Army Rangers years ago and
never looked back. Now, he's settled permanently in Rapid City with the remaining members of his Special Forces unit.
He thought he had it all, well almost anyway. Until a sassy redhead with a sharp tongue and body to die for rolled into
town. Mark knows he's too much for her long-term, but he can't resist a fling with Rapid City's newest resident. He
thought he knew the game. After all, it's his game. And always his rules. But more and more it feels like Abby is the one
holding all the cards. Burnout is a series but each novel can stand alone on its own. You do not have to read Tex to enjoy
the others. It is the only novel in the series with BDSM. If you don't like BDSM skip this one. Fair warning: the kink factor
is extremely high.
From USA Today bestselling author, A.M. Hargrove, comes Resurrection, Book 2, in The Guardians of Vesturon Series.
Rayn Yarrister, the first-born son and Leader of The Guardians, has been imprisoned on Vesturon for breaking their most
sacred of covenants. He is suddenly jolted by Maddie's telepathic pleas for help, as her life hangs in the balance. Can he
alert The Guardians in time to save his soulmate? Or will he face his trial alone and broken without his one true love? In
Resurrection, The Guardians of Vesturon face their biggest challenges as Earth is threatened by an invading species
from a distant planet intent on destroying it for its resources. As protectors of the universe, The Guardians have been
assembled to defend not only Earth, but other vulnerable worlds as well. Not only that, an unknown entity is intent on
discrediting the Yarrister family. Will they uncover this plot in time to save themselves from ruin? Will The Guardians
succeed in stopping the Xanthians, or will Earth be invaded and ravaged by this marauding species?Resurrection, the
continuation of Survival is a young adult/new adult clean romance, the second book in A.M. Hargrove's the Guardians of
Vesturon Series. It's a blend of fantasy, sci-fi, and paranormal fiction, featuring suspense, surprising plot twists, and a mix
of amazing characters that will keep you turning the pages. If you like raw emotion, unusual settings, and adventure, then
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start reading this series today.*Author's Note: This is the second edition of this novel. It was first published in 2012.
Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress. After four years in a destructive relationship,
Beth has decided enough is enough and leaves her girlfriend, taking with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit, and
a shattered view of life. At her lowest point, she meets Amy Fletcher, a woman who has it all-and whom she believes
would never want more than friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to every story.
Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's Princess Charming? Could her story end with a happily ever after?
Walt Johnson has been a rolling stone most of his life, moving from town to town and living on the edges of
homelessness. Now he has run out of time as lung cancer has left him only months to live. Walt then begins a quest to
find the son with whom he lost contact decades earlier. Out of money, he lands a job at a small-town restaurant in an
attempt to save enough to buy a bus ticket to the last known whereabouts of his son. The friends Walt makes at his new
job soon become family for him, especially 14-year-old Danny who is emotionally paralyzed at the loss of his own father
in Iraq. Faced with Danny’s struggles to grow up and the struggles of his other new friends, Walt comes to realize he is
not only on a journey to find his own son, but he is on a journey to find himself worthy of being a father.
W'starrah Altieri can see the future, ranks high in her church, and is without question the most beautiful woman in the North Mark. But the
prophecy she knows to be true will either break her heart, destroy her home or end her life. In 2002 ADR, the jewel of the southern empire is
the city of Cryssigens, where life is an unending carnival of display, while intrigue brews beneath the surface. Nobles, guilds and House Cups
scheme with and against each other, even in the best of times. But civil war stripped the city of its Overlord, and now factions emerge daring
all in a bid to succeed to the throne. One of the leading lights of Cryssigensian society is W'starrah Altieri, the Lavender Lady, high-ranking
priestess of the sect of Argens Stargazer; while others see only her dazzling beauty her eyes are filled with foreknowledge of the future. She
willingly risks life and reputation to save her city, but juggling visions, rivals, suitors and the occasional assassin pushes the real world further
from her grasp. Who could expect that in the midst of this she would meet the promised love of her life, or foresee that he too is doomed?
"Perilous Embraces" is the third story in the Shards of Light saga set in the Lands of Hope. It is highly recommended that you read the
preceding novels "The Ring and the Flag" and "Fencing Reputation" first.
His Risk to TakeEntangled: Select Suspense
Samantha Daniels never knew what it took to be a private investigator. Besides getting nearly killed several times, kidnapped more than
once, and new clients lining up the block, she managed to take on one big case that could make or break her career, literally. The only thing
was that she had to work with the guy who broke more than her heart. Alexander Conrad never imagined that he would see Sam again. After
what he did to her long ago, he knew that she wouldn't want anything to do with him again. But, with a golden opportunity presenting itself,
she had no choice but to work with him and he was going to take full advantage. Together, they worked to solve the case while worrying how
to keep her alive long enough for him to claim what's his.
From the author of THE RISE AND FALL OF A YUMMY MUMMY comes IT HAPPENED ONE SUMMER -a funny, poignant page-turner
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about family dysfunctions, coming of age and forgiving your mother. 'Williams writes with deadly, witty accuracy about modern life' Sophie
Kinsella Nell Stockdale is in a pretty good place, managing to combine a full-on career with single motherhood; a lovely flat, great girlfriends,
and a sexy younger man on the scene. But her mother is very ill. Will she return to the family's large, damp Cornish farmhouse to care for
her? Normally Nell keeps her family at arm's length. Her sister is engaged to Nell's ex big love, and she has never got on with her eccentric,
distant mother. But something powerful is pulling her back to Cornwall...
After a life of pool hustling and living on the wrong side of the law, Ruby Elliott is living on the straight and narrow with sexy-as-all-hell NYPD
detective, Troy Bennett. Now the only trouble Ruby has with the law is the naughty kind, pinned against the wall by Troy's strict and
spectacularly hard body. Obeying his every command. Both of them losing themselves in a lust that borders on obsession... But then her
father returns with an offer she can't refuse: one last hustle in exchange for information. Information she'd die to have. As the pieces and the
players of the game reveal themselves, Troy feels the fine edges of his control slipping—control he can't channel without hurting Ruby. The
stakes are high, and the risk higher. Because losing this final game could cost more than Ruby's heart...it might cost her life. Each book in the
Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to Take
Book .5: Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE, SOMETIMES IT TAKES THE HEAD YEARS TO DISCOVER WHAT THE HEART HAS ALWAYS KNOWN
When Forbes Branson was a young man ready for something new. A senior in high school, he was the golden boy. Heir to a fortune, he knew
what his life was going to be. But he wanted adventure first. A year to do what he wanted, where he wanted before college. An unexpected
betrayal would change everything. Sophie Lipton was fifteen the first time she set foot on the Branson ranch. Dragged from one place to
another, never having more than one pair of shoes or enough to eat, the moment she saw the wide open spaces, she felt she could breathe
for the first time in her life. It was the home she always dreamed of. But her happiness came at a price. To stay in her new home, Sophie had
to keep somebody else's lies. Lies that would eventually tear apart a family. And tear apart her friendship with Forbes. Coming home is never
easy-especially after twelve years. Forbes isn't the same young man. He found his adventure-and more. Weary, he's ready to settle into a
slower, calmer life. Working on his family's ranch and taking the job as Chief of Police sounds like a piece of cake after the things he had
seen and done. Sophie isn't the quiet girl Forbes remembers. She's grown into a strong, confident woman. A woman used to being in charge.
The Branson ranch is her territory now. If Forbes thinks he's going to waltz back in and take over, he's going to find out fast that Sophie is no
pushover. Twelve years ago, they shared one goodbye kiss. More sweet than passionate. Now, as adults it's a whole new game. The
attraction between them is undeniable. Just as they begin to move forward, the past has other ideas. Secrets rarely stay buried forever. Lies.
Betrayal. Maybe even murder. Before Forbes and Sophie can think about the future, they will need to deal with the past. Together.
Some people spend more time planning their next vacation than they spend planning a comfortable financial life. You can do better with
BOTTOM LINE FINANCIAL PLANNING! Learn key concepts from experienced professionals--from efficient investing to tax and debt
management, from retirement -wish-list- planning to guarding your loved ones from financial hazards, from estate planning essentials to
building the legacy you leave for your heirs. On your terms, and your timeline. Know what you can DIY...and how to assemble your expert
team to handle the rest. Scan each chapter's introductory bullet list of -bottom line- planning necessities to see what you're already doing
right--and what you may be missing. Concise, clear explanations follow, with helpful tips and stories from seasoned financial professionals
focused on helping clients manage risk and fund their good life.
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Hopelessly in a funk with no apparent way out, mortgage industry veteran, Mark Stiles, grasped desperately to the only thing that could help:
CHANGE. For the past few years, Mark has been stuck in a life of mediocrity - unfulfilled and simply getting by..... Slowly, but surely, both his
personal and professional lives have derailed and are on a one-way track to disaster. Now, after a chance encounter with an old friend and
colleague in the business, Mark is presented with a challenging opportunity that can radically change his life. A change that could not only
allow him to achieve his dreams and provide an abundant life for his family, but a change that could inject long-forgotten purpose, meaning
and fulfillment back into his career and very soul. Whether you're a mortgage veteran or a newbie to the residential mortgage scene, this
book is possibly the answer to your problems! It not only provides solutions to the issues you've faced with loan files, but it outlines a proven,
strategic framework for re-structuring your life to reach all the goals you've set for yourself and achieve unlimited success. The only question
is: are you prepared to hit the Reset button and change?
Disgraced cop Henrik Vance is having a shit year. Banished to a derelict undercover squad, he’s been tasked with hunting down the
daughter of Chicago’s most dangerous criminal. His obsession with saving the beautiful girl destroyed his career. And this time, it might cost
his life. Ailish O’Kelly doesn’t need a hero. She’ll save herself from her father’s violent criminal dynasty, thank you very much.
Unfortunately, the sexy as sin cop who crashes her hideout isn’t hearing reason—especially not after the kiss that becomes much more. His
boss wants her as an informant. Ailish wants Henrik to keep whispering filthy things against her skin. But she knows too well the evil they’re
up against, and when it comes down to protecting the man who owns her body and soul, she only has one choice... Each book in the
Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to Take
Book .5: Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
Sometimes heroes fall and take their loved ones down with them. Colonel Michael Cedars and reporter Hope Shane fell in love in a war zone,
but then the world blew up and splintered their lives in two. Coming home again isn't always easy. A Marine accustomed to giving orders,
Michael struggles to find his role in civilian life. Wounded, he faces new battles as he learns to walk again, struggles with wartime ghosts, and
questions his abilities as a husband. Hope doesn't give up-not on the man she loves and not on her pursuit of justice. An investigative
reporter, she's hot on the trail of a human trafficking ring. Danger intensifies as she gets closer to the truth, but the human traffickers know
her weakness. Will Michael become her Achilles Heel? Is he still the hero she married or has he become a liability that could get them both
killed?
No risk, pay the cost. Know risk, reap the rewards. In our risk-avoidance culture, we place a high premium on safety. We insure our
vacations. We check crash tests on cars. We extend the warranties on our appliances. But by insulating ourselves from the unknown—the
risks of life—we miss the great adventure of living our lives to their full potential. Ben Carson spent his childhood as an at-risk child on the
streets of Detroit, and today he takes daily risks in performing complex surgeries on the brain and the spinal cord. Now, offering inspiring
personal examples, Dr. Carson invites us to embrace risk in our own lives. From a man whose life dramatically portrays the connection
between great risks and greater successes, here are insights that will help you dispel your fear of risk so you can dream big, aim high, move
with confidence, and reap rewards you’ve never imagined. By avoiding risk, are you also avoiding the full potential of your life? The surgery
was as risky as anything Dr. Ben Carson had seen. The Bijani sisters—conjoined twins—shared part of a skull, brain tissue, and crucial blood
flow. One or both of them could die during the operation. But the women wanted separate lives. And they were willing to accept the risk to
reach the goal, even against the advice of their doctors … As a child on the dangerous streets of Detroit, and as a surgeon in operating
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theaters around the world, Dr. Ben Carson has learned all about risk—he faces it on a daily basis. Out of his perilous childhood, a world-class
surgeon emerged precisely because of the risks Dr. Carson was willing to take. In his compelling new book, he examines our safety-at-allcosts culture and the meaning of risk and security in our lives. In our 21st-century world, we insulate ourselves with safety. We insure
everything from vacations to cell phones. We go on low-cholesterol diets and buy low-risk mutual funds. But in the end, everyone faces risk,
like the Bijani twins did with their brave decision. Even if our choices are not so dramatic or the outcome so heartbreaking, what does it mean
if we back away instead of move forward? Have we so muffled our hearts and minds that we fail to reach for all that life can offer us—and all
that we can offer life? Take the Risk guides the reader through an examination of risk, including: • A short review of risk-taking in history. •
An assessment of the real costs and rewards of risk. • Learning how to assess and accept risks. • Understanding how risk reveals the
purpose of your lives.
"A farmer and entrepreneur, Chase is a man of many abilities. Now he is being asked to use those abilities, and his own particular skills with
a sword and bow, to assist an alien planet. This means trading a valuable resource that the planet harbours to convince the Inter-galactic
Federation to repair its failing sun" -- Back cover.
She's gone rogue. Seraphina Newsom isn't looking for vengeance...she wants justice. Three years ago, Sera's brother was ruthlessly gunned
down by one of Brooklyn's most dangerous mob kingpins. The investigation has stalled out, deemed "too dangerous" by the police
commissioner. So to track down the evidence she needs to take down her brother's killer, Sera turns in her hospital scrubs, joins the NYPD,
and goes undercover. Unsanctioned. Alone. He'll live to keep her safe. With his father behind bars, Bowen Driscol has reluctantly taken over
his family's sprawling South Brooklyn crime operation. New York's finest have other plans. By threatening the safety of his sister, they
"convince" Bowen to extricate a rogue cop who's in over her head. But when he meets Sera and feels that deep, damning shiver of desire
course through him, Bowen knows there's only one way to keep her safe without blowing either of their covers...by claiming her as his own.
Each book in the Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella:
His Risk to Take Book .5: Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
A Collection of Matt Shaw's heartbreaking dramas Matt Shaw does not just write horror. In fact, when asked what his favourite books are, he
often names the tales collected within this set. Stories of heartbreak, loss and grief - all with an element of hope... A hope we often forget
when dealing with grief. Contained within this collection Heaven's Calling BOY: Built to Love The Missing Years of Thomas Pritchard
(unpublished short story) Alone Heaven's Calling Josh and Holly could face anything thrown at them all the time they had each other. Their
love would conquer anything and the world was their oyster. But when a tragic accident tears Josh away from Holly she realises that, without
her husband, she cannot cope and her world begins to crumble; her loss being more than she can handle. Until, that is, she receives a phone
call. Her late husband. The same time every day; he doesn't appear to know what has happened to him and Holly can't bring herself to tell
him. She isn't even sure if it really is him calling or whether it's all in her tormented mind. Especially seeing as the calls only happen when she
is alone. Is it all in her head, has she gone mad, or is heaven really calling? Boy: Built to Love No parent should have to bury their own child
and yet that was exactly what they had to do. Stillborn; a young boy never to open his eyes to take in the world around him. And now Lucy
and Jack's marriage was on the verge of crumbling under the strain of the grief they struggled to cope with. A grief made worse when the
doctors tell them they'll never be able to have a child of their own due to complications from the last pregnancy. But what if it didn't have to be
that way? What if there was a way of using science and technology to create a son they could love? What if Jack was able to use Artificial
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Intelligence to create A Boy: Built to Love? Is the answer to their problems to be found within the world of science-fiction or are they setting
themselves up for yet more grief and sadness? The Missing Years of Thomas Pritchard August 3rd. 6:03am. The tranquil summer's morning
was shattered by the desperate screams of Thomas' mother echoing down the near deserted suburban street. The few people milling about
outside getting ready for their daily business had said they couldn't make out what the cries were about when they were interviewed. Not
initially. Not until Anne, a pretty woman in her early thirties with shoulder length blonde hair, spilled out onto the street wearing nothing more
than her dressing gown and slippers anxiously calling out for her five year old son, Thomas, to come out from wherever he was hiding. Eye
witnesses reported Anne was closely followed by her husband Bill - a professional, clean-shaven man in his late thirties with dark, short hair half dressed for work in his suit trousers and unbuttoned white shirt, and that he too looked just as frantic as the mother did. The year was
2003; the year Thomas disappeared from his home without a trace. * * * * * August 3rd. 6:03am. A young, fragile looking hand knocked
confidently on the white PVC of the front door to number twenty-two. The hand belonged to a smartly dressed, skinny fourteen year old, freshfaced boy. Whilst waiting for an answer to his knocking he slid a brown leather satchel off his shoulder down onto the floor as though the
weight was too much for him to bear any more. He went to knock again but stopped himself when he heard the sound of footsteps from the
other side of the door as the freshly woken homeowner came to answer his initial knocking. There was the slightest of pauses as keys were
twisted in locks before the door opened as much as the strong, gold, security chain would permit it to. "Can I help you?" asked the
homeowner, a frail looking woman in her late sixties. "Where's my mum?" asked the boy. The year was 2012; the year Thomas came home.
"The breathtaking scope, complexity and theatrics of this scam and these con men rivals any Hollywood movie."--Kamala Harris, Attorney
General for the State of CaliforniaJoin International Best Selling Author, Sherrie Lueder and her literary team, Dawn Taarud-Martinez and Kim
Hansen, along with Tyson Wrensch--a former friend, now victim, of the con men as they untangle the threads of this decade long crime spree
filled with twists, turns and jaw-dropping revelations. With a cast of characters drawn from San Francisco's Castro District, follow the "Dark
Prince" and "the Boiz" as they take you from one con to the next--until a single brazen act leads to murder. However, the story doesn't end
there. Prepare to experience the dramatic courtroom trials that no one predicted and the shocking ending that no one expected--not even the
judge."Until Someone Gets Hurt" contains exclusive insight into the methods and actions of the murderers--as told by a "former driver"
Dennis Domine.As seen on truTV.com's Crime Library "Notorious Murderers-Timeless Classics" - "Kaushal Niroula and the Gay Grifters" and
Investigation Discovery's New Series "Forbidden" (Series 1 Episode 9) "Prince of Darkness", a documentary about Kaushal Niroula (Includes
appearances and interviews with authors Sherrie Lueder and Tyson Wrensch.) ~~~~~~ Characters: Kaushal Niroula, a/k/a the "Dark Prince",
Daniel Garcia, David Replogle, Miguel Bustamante, Craig McCarthy, Russell Manning, Clifford Lambert, Tyson Wrensch, Dennis Domine,
Thomas White UPDATE: Thomas White died in a Mexican hospital Tuesday, September 10, 2013 of pneumonia.
The Nature of Risk is a short, beautifully illustrated and easy-to-understand book written to help readers face one of modern life's most
important and difficult tasks—confronting risk. Free of complicated theories or formulas, The Nature of Risk relies instead on a simple story
featuring a cast of familiar, forest-dwelling animals, each of which embodies a different approach to risk management. At least one of these
approaches will seem familiar to every reader—whether they knew they had an approach to risk management or not. Then, as the story
unfolds, the strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be revealed through a series of "natural" tests. Finally, at the conclusion of the
story, readers will come to a short review section designed to help them frame their first attempts at managing risk—with or without
professional help.
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